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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to present the use of the structure do + subjunctive, as one of the grammatical forms that marks futurity in Albanian. This grammatical form has derived from the free syntactic structure of dua + subjunctive, which used to express modality of desire or volition; therefore, do + subjunctive in Albanian is known as volitive future. In addition to its main function, namely reference to future time, do + subjunctive is also often used to express clear modal meaning. This modal meaning that characterizes do + subjunctive can be read in a variety of ways, depending on the context in which it appears. It can be used to express an epistemic conclusion, a conclusion based on speaker’s general knowledge or experience. This grammatical form can also be used to express different forms of deontic modality such as an order or a promise. Though less commonly, do + subjunctive can also be used to express speaker’s volition or desire. This modal component is characteristic especially for the do + imperfect subjunctive: do të punojë “I would work”. In addition to these uses, do + subjunctive can also be used in conditional constructions, both in apodosis and protasis, to express real and unreal conditions.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to present the use of do + subjunctive in Albanian, its time reference and the modal meaning it can express depending on the context in which it is used. This form is known in Albanian as the form of the future, and is treated within the category of tense (ASHSH, 2002; Demiraj, 1988; 2002; Topalli, 2012). In the Grammar of the Academy (2002), do + subjunctive is nowhere treated as a modal form in present-day Albanian. According to these authors, this form has neutralized its modality, therefore now is used to express futurity. In Albanian, do + subjunctive has generalized the modality of volition it originally had, but still expresses prediction or plan for future situations. Therefore, in this sense it is still modal; it is only that in that use the reference to future time is also emphasized. In various contexts it may also express emphasized modal meanings. Based on the research
done, its futurity use constitutes about 81.52% of the cases, while modal functions about 18.47% of the cases.

1.1. Literature review

Until recently, do + subjunctive in Albanian has been considered as a tense form that marks futurity (Demiraj, 1988, 2002; ASHSH, 2002; Topalli, 2012.). According to these scholars, do + subjunctive has neutralized its modal meaning and has become a future form. Its modal component has been only rarely and superficially discussed. The use of do + imperfect subjunctive, or do + past perfect subjunctive in a conditional function, has been considered as conditional mood (ASHSH, 2002; Breu, 2010) or volitive mood (Breu, 2010). The future form, since it derives from a free structure which once had modal meaning, based on the contexts in which it is used, can often express its modal meaning clearly. Depending on the context of use different types of modalities can be expressed.

Given that in the futurity use there is always a component of prediction or planning, in this paper do + subjunctive will be treated as epistemic futurity. Alongside its function as epistemic futurity the modal functions of do + subjunctive will be presented, together with other analogous forms. These uses do not present different moods in Albanian, but merely uses of different functions of the same form.

1.2. Research questions

- What are the uses of do + subjunctive in the selected corpus?
- What is the main use of do + subjunctive?
- Is do + subjunctive used only to express reference to future time or is it used to express other modality meanings as well?
- What are the most frequent uses of do + subjunctive?
- What kind of modal meanings does do + subjunctive express?
- How does do + subjunctive express conditional meaning?

2. Do + subjunctive form

Do + subjunctive is a grammaticalized form in Albanian, whose main function is to express futurity. As in other Indo-European languages, in Albanian the grammatical form do + subjunctive, which expresses futurity, has evolved from the free syntactic structure with modal meaning of volition or desire, dua + subjunctive (Bokshi, 2012; Demiraj, 1988). The first element of this analytical form, namely do, derives from the verb dua, which is now fossilized, whereas grammatical markers of person, number, tense, and voice are taken by the verb in the subjunctive form, thereby the whole structure functions as a grammaticalized form. Given that do + subjunctive has for some time preserved its modal meaning, it is still known as volitive future (Demiraj, 1988; Topalli, 2012).

Although due to the generalization of its initial modal meaning and its emphasis to future time reference, do + subjunctive has shifted to a marker of futurity, it often tends to present clear modal meanings. Bybee et al. (1994, p. 3) states that markers of futurity (she calls them morphemes) tend to be modal due to the specific lexical sources out of which they develop and the interferences available in the contexts in which they are used. Therefore, since do + subjunctive derives from a free modal structure (dua + subjunctive), in certain contexts it can often express different types of modalities. In addition, the tendency of this future form to be modal has to do also with the very concept of futurity: the expression of non-factuality. When talking about future situations, one cannot be neutral; but one’s
attitude, will also be expressed to the expected situations. According to Lyons (2001, p. 286) precisely these two characteristics of the future make the latter occupy an intermediate position, between tense and modality. Likewise, Lyons claims that the future includes the intertwining of both categories, as much as it deals with time, it deals also with modality.

In Albanian, besides do + present subjunctive, there are other forms where this verbal particle is related to the main verb in the imperfect (the future of the past), in the past (future perfect) and in the past perfect of the subjunctive (future perfect of the past) (ASHSH, 2002, pp. 316-318):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>do + present subj.</td>
<td>“I will work”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do të punoj</td>
<td>“I will work”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do + imperf. subj.</td>
<td>“I would work”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do të punoja</td>
<td>“I would work”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do + past subj.</td>
<td>“I will have worked”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do të kem punuar</td>
<td>“I will have worked”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do + past perfect subj.</td>
<td>“I would have worked”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do të kisha punuar</td>
<td>“I would have worked”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given this, these analogous forms present four-fold temporal opposition within the futurity. In addition to tense differences, they also show modal differences.

2.1. The use of do + subjunctive

2.1.1. The use of do + subjunctive as a reference to predicted/planned situation in the future

In its most common use, do + present subjunctive (do të punoj “will work”) is used to refer to a predicted or planned situation in the future. While do + subjunctive denotes a planned situation, it also implies a degree of speaker’s certainty with regard to the planned situation. Therefore, this verbal form marks an epistemic future in Albanian language:

(1) Sot do të shpallet dhe do të betohet qeveria e re e kryeministrit Samarus.

Today, the new cabinet of the Prime Minister Samarus will be announced and will be sworn.

This verbal form, although epistemic, differs from its other modal epistemic uses because in this use it emphasizes reference to future time.

2.1.2. An epistemic conclusion

There are, however, several contexts in which different elements with either strong or weak degree of modal meaning can be identified. Its use as strong epistemic modality presents one of these uses. In such cases, it can be used to express future reference for all three persons:

(2) Posa u nisën të gjithë bashkë. Në mbrëmje do të jenë (jemi/jeni) në shtëpi.

“They have just left all together. In the evening they (we, you) will be home.”

Its use implies the fact that the expectation of the speaker for the actualization of the future situation is based on some common sense or general knowledge of that speaker: by knowing the time and place of their departure the speaker comes to the conclusion about the time when they will arrive home. Thus, do + subjunctive expresses speaker’s certainty in what he is saying. According to Palmer (2001, p. 34), “such certainty is the result of common thinking, namely thinking based on the speaker’s common experience”.

Therefore, the use of do + present subjunctive as epistemic modality relates to speaker’s expectations or prediction of the situation based on his knowledge or experience. Such a conclusion Palmer (2001, p. 6) considers as a reasonable or an assumptive conclusion. In such contexts in Albanian language, duhet + present subjunctive is not appropriate, although it can be used as epistemic:
*Posa u nisën të gjithë bashkë. Në mbrëmje duhet të jenë (jemi/jeni) në shtëpi.

*They have just left all together. In the evening they (we, you) must be home.

While do + present subjunctive is used to express speaker’s expectation or belief, characterized with high degree of certainty (the speaker relies on some general knowledge), duhet + present subjunctive is used to express conclusions based on available evidence, either explicit or implicit (for corresponding structures in English, see Palmer, 2001; Huddleston & Pullum, 2002). Therefore, although both structures are used in epistemic function, duhet is stronger than do.

_Do_ + present subjunctive presents a typical structure when it comes to expressing reference to future time. Nevertheless, at times, it can also be used to express reference to present time, always conveying its assumptive character. Thus, even when it expresses reference to present time, it still preserves the contrast with _duhet_ + present subjunctive:

(3)  
a) Shiko se _do të jetë_ brenda diku (I have invited him).
   “Look! He _will_ be somewhere inside” (I have invited him)

   b) Shiko se _duhet të jetë_ brenda diku (I saw him earlier).
   “Look! He _must_ be somewhere inside” (I saw him earlier).

In this epistemic function, _do_ + past subjunctive can also be used, expressing speaker’s conclusion with a high degree of certainty. The situation expressed refers to the present time:

(4) Tashmë _do të jenë_ mbledhur të gjithë.
   “They _must_ have gathered by now.”

2.1.3. The dynamic modality use of _do_ + subjunctive

Though less commonly, _do_ + subjunctive can be used to express volition or desire of the speaker or a certain person. This is evident considering the fact that this grammatical form has derived from the free syntactic structure _dua_ + subjunctive. Thus, in subordinate conditional clauses, as in the example (5) below, the condition relates to the desire of the speaker, and therefore in this case _do_ + subjunctive relates to other contextual elements as well.

In this modal sense, it is _do_ + imperfect subjunctive, namely the future of the past, that is used the most. It can be used to express the volition or desire of the speaker towards a future situation, especially in conditional constructions:

(5) Nëse është sipas dëshirës, unë megjithatë _do ta merrja_ Orestin.
   “If I had to choose, I _would_ again _take_ Orest.”

In such uses, _do_ + imperfect subjunctive shifts forward in time, from the future of the past, i.e. from the past, it shifts to the future. Such a shift is characteristic to the grammatical form at issue when used in conditional constructions.

The example below illustrates the use of _do_ + imperfect subjunctive in the function of volitive modality, expressing reference to the future in the past. The expressed situation belongs to the past, but the volitive modality, of course, belongs to the moment of speaking (6). The volitive modality may belong to the past only when it is reported; in such cases the lexical verb would be used instead (7):

(6) _Do të shkoja_ qysh atë ditë dhe _do të qëndroja_ më gjetë, por nuk mund të merrja pushim.
   “I _would go_ there that very day and _would stay_ longer, but I could not take a leave.”

Compare:

(7) Unë _doja të shkoja_ qysh atë ditë dhe _doja të qëndroja_ më gjetë, por nuk mund të merrja pushim.
“I wanted to go there that very day and wanted to stay longer, but I could not take a leave.”

2.1.4. The deontic modality use of do + subjunctive

*Do* + subjunctive can also be used to express an order (8) or to convey a promise (9), ie different types of directives. In this use, there is an external deontic source (or authority), usually the speaker, who gives an order to the recipient or makes a promise to him. Thus, as Palmer (2001, p. 69) states “the characteristic of deontic modality is that the conditioning factors (ordering the person indicated as the subject or making a promise to him) are external”. In these modal functions, *do* + subjunctive is less commonly used:

(8) *Do të niseni* tani!
   “You will leave now!”

(9) *Zotëria shtatlartë me faqe të kuqe, i cili gjithë kohën heshtte dhe më maste, drejtori i Paramountit për Britaninë e Madhe, për herë të parë m’u drejtuaj: - Librin e xhirimit e ka shkruar Majkëll Hejsting, fitues i Osakrit për skenarin e filmit Oliver Tuisti. **Do të vini** në Londër. **Do ta keni** lektorin më të mire. **Do t’i keni** kushtet maksimele për punë – përfundoi dhe ma dha librin me kopertina të gjelbërta, me shkronja të zeza The Adventures. Po, nëse do të më pëlqejë roli, përsërita dhe kërkoja ndjesë, sepse ekipe po më priste.

“The tall blushing man, who was silent all the time while gazing at me, the Paramount director of the Great Britain, for the first time said to me: The screenplay has been written by Michael Hastings, Oscar winner for the screenplay of the Oliver Twist movie. You will come to London. You will have the best editor. You will have the best working conditions – and gave me the green-covered book with The Adventures written in bold. Yes, if I like the role, I replied and apologized, as the team was waiting for me."

The first example (8) illustrates the strength of modality of *do* + subjunctive to express a strict order, whereas in the second example (9) its strength of modality weakens and thus only the speaker’s promise is expressed.

2.1.5. The conditional use of do + subjunctive

*Do* + present subjunctive can appear in conditional constructions, namely in conditional apodosis and protasis. Since it expresses future time reference, it is used in conditional structures that express open conditions (as in the example below):

If + present, indicative – *do* + present subjunctive

(10) Nëse shkon ti, shkoj edhe unë.  
   “If you go, I’ll go too.”

In the Grammar of the Academy (2002) and in other studies (Breu, 2010; Camaj, 1984) *do* + imperfect subjunctive (*do të punoja* “I would work”) and past perfect subjunctive (*do të kisha punuar* “I would have worked”) are considered forms of conditional mood. These future forms, when used in the conditional function, emphasize their conditional meaning. However, in Albanian there are numerous of other grammatical forms that can be used in the conditional function: the indicative, the subjunctive, the imperative, etc.:

*Nëse shkon ti, shkoj edhe unë.*

“If you go, I’ll go too.”

*Po shkove ti, shkoj edhe unë.*
If you go, I’ll go too.

Nëse ke döcka për të thënë, urdhëro.

If you have something to say, say it.

Therefore, in Albanian the modality of condition can be expressed by different conditional constructions, formed by conditional conjunctions which combine with different moods and tenses. But there is no grammatical marker that marks the conditional mood. Consequently, the structures do të punoja “I would work” and do të kisha punuar “I would have worked” are future forms that are used also in a conditional function.

The characteristic of do + imperfect subjunctive, as noted above, is that it can shift in time, changing the time reference from past (more specifically, from the future of the past) into the future:

*Do + imperfect subjunctive – po + imperfect, subjunctive*

(11) Ajo *do të shkonte* atë ditë, po t’i bashkoheshe edhe ti, por, ti as nuk deshe ta dëgjoje.

“She *would go* that day if you joined her, but you did not even want to hear about it.”

*Do + imperfect subjunctive – po + imperfect, subjunctive*

(12) Unë *do ta tregoja* të vërtetën, po të më mbronte ligji, përndryshe nuk mund të rezikoj as veten, dhe as familjen time.

I *would tell* the truth if the law protected me, otherwise I can neither risk myself nor my family.

In the first sentence (11), *do të shkonte* “would go” is used to express time reference for a certain moment in the future of the past, meaning that at the moment of speaking a closed condition is expressed. On the other hand, in the second sentence (12), although the form is the same, it expresses time reference starting from the moment of speaking towards the future, meaning that there is an open condition expressed. In terms of the modal aspect of factuality, they differ in that one represents a real fact, and the other an unreal one. Thus, in the first sentence (11), which refers to the past, the fact is known, a factual situation is expressed: it is implied that she did not go there, since he did not join her; in the second (12), which refers to the future, the fact is still unknown; it is unreal.

*Do + past subjunctive (do të kem shkuar “will have gone”) is used to express the possibility of actualizing the situation if the condition is fulfilled. It expresses past time reference (do të kenë arritur në kohë “will have arrived in time”). From the present point of view, a closed condition is expressed, nonetheless, one is left to infer whether the condition is fulfilled or not. Therefore, there is still no confirmation for the fulfillment of the condition or the lack thereof. As a result, even in terms of factuality, it expresses a situation still unknown:*

*Do + past subjunctive - if + past, indicative*

(13) Ata *do të kenë arritur* në kohë, nëse i janë përmbajtur udhëzimeve tonë, - i tha ai.

“They *will have arrived* in time if they followed our instructions, he said.”

*Do + past perfect subjunctive (do të kisha punuar – would have worked) can be used in the apodosis and protasis of the conditional construction. In the example below (14), in the protasis of the conditional construction, it expresses an unfulfilled condition in the past, i.e. a closed condition. In apodosis it expresses a hypothesis that (at the moment of speaking) is practically impossible:*

*Do + past perfect subjunctive – if + future perfect of the past*

(14) Ata *do të kishin kontribuar* shumë në këtë çështje, nëse *do të kishin qenë* të pranishëm.

“They *would have contributed* significantly to the issue at hand if they *had been* present.”
3. Methodology of research

In this paper, the descriptive, analytical and empirical, comparative, and theoretical and interpretive methods have been applied. The analysis that characterizes the paper is more of a qualitative nature and less of a quantitative one. Statistics are only given to show how often do + subjunctive expresses clear modal functions (epistemic, dynamic, deontic, and conditional) as opposed to its use as a future form, with emphasized time reference, whilst denoting rather generalized modal meaning.

First, the theoretical background is presented in which the current discussions with regard to this form have been reviewed. According to these studies, in Albanian this form has generally been considered as a marker of futurity. However, the said studies do not address its specific modal uses; on the contrary, they have been discussed only superficially.

On the other hand, in this research, unlike previous studies, do + subjunctive has been analyzed in a pragmatic viewpoint. Based on the analysis of the use of do + subjunctive in the selected corpus, we have identified marking of the future as its main function; besides this function, other uses in which do + subjunctive expresses clear modal meanings have also been identified.

To extract these data, all the clauses in the corpus where do + subjunctive and other analogous forms appeared have been analyzed. In some cases, in order to clearly see its modal meaning, the sentences are analyzed within a broader context (for example, we need context to analyze the use of do + subjunctive as deontic modality, as a permission or as an order. Likewise, a broader context is needed in order to understand the temporal reference of the future or the future in the past expressed by do + imperfect subjunctive in conditional apodosis).

The selected corpus consists of different types of texts. The texts were selected randomly, thus reflecting the use of this particular form in present-day Albanian. The corpus is composed of literary and non-literate texts. Such selection gives a more complete picture of its use in present-day Albanian. The texts that make up the corpus include two novels of Bekim Fehmiu (2011, 2016), one volume of the daily newspaper “Koha Ditore” (2012) and data extracted from the Albanian National Corpus.

The findings of the selected corpus present a comprehensive view of all possible uses of do + subjunctive and other analogous forms in Albanian. Unlike earlier studies in Albanian language, in this paper do + subjunctive is not considered a category of tense, but rather a modal marker: 1. The use of do + subjunctive as epistemic future, in which future references are emphasized and a predicted or a planned situation of the future is expressed 2. the use of do + subjunctive with clear modal meanings (epistemic, deontic, dynamic). The do + subjunctive has not been previously analyzed in the pragmatic aspect. Finally, this research, having a different approach, brings new insights and presents a novelty for the studies of this kind in the Albanian language.

4. Results and discussion of findings

As stated at the beginning, the purpose of this paper was to address one of the grammatical markers of volitive future in Albanian, do + subjunctive. The distribution of this future form (including other analogous forms) was discussed and both the modal meanings and time reference that it expresses were analyzed.

Upon completion of the research, we have come up with the following results:

Having analyzed the corpus, do + subjunctive has two main uses:

1. It is used to mark predicted or planned future with neutral modal meaning and emphasized temporal meaning. In this function, do + subjunctive is used in 81.52% of the cases.
2. It is used to mark clear modal meaning. In this function, *do + subjunctive* is used to express clear modal content, unlike the first use where the modal component is neutralized. This function is found in 18.47% of the cases.

Therefore, *do + subjunctive*, in addition to its primary function to refer to a future situation, i.e. the function of a marker of futurity: *Sot do të shpallet dhe do të betohet qeveria e re e kryeminstrit Samarus.* “Today, the new cabinet of the Prime Minister Samarus will be announced and will be sworn.”, *-* is also used to express clear modal meaning. Thus, *do + present subjunctive* or *do + past subjunctive* are used to express epistemic modality; these forms usually express future time reference, although they may sometimes express present time reference. This function of the above-mentioned forms denotes assumptive conclusions of the speaker – conclusions about which the speaker relies on general knowledge or experiences, namely on his common thinking. *Do + present subjunctive* is rarely used to express volitive modality or deontic modality: permission or promise. In both these functions, *do + present subjunctive* is used. On the other hand, *do + imperfect subjunctive* (future of the past) is usually used to express temporal references of the future in the past. All these forms have wide distribution in conditional constructions, being used in apodosis and protasis. The *do + imperfect subjunctive* form (future of the past) is characteristic since it can be used to express unreal possibilities: *Po të më ftonte atë ditë, do të shkoja edhe unë* “If he invited me that day, I would go”, and real possibilities: *Paj, edhe unë do të shkoja atje, po të më ftotë/ftonte.* Prandaj, le ta shohim... “Well, I would go there, if he invites me/invited me. So, let’s see.....” Therefore, in conditional constructions this form can shift in time, it can also express past time reference, which is expected, since its main function is to express future in the past; finally, it can also express future time reference.

On the basis of the conducted analysis, it has been noticed that *do + subjunctive* is characterized by a modal polysemy: it appears as epistemic, as dynamic, and as deontic. In addition to these uses, *do + subjunctive* can also be used in conditional apodosis and protasis. This modal polysemy is illustrated in the following figure:

![Figure 1. The use of do + subjunctive](image)
5. Conclusions

Based on the results it can be concluded that:

- *do + subjunctive form*, in most of the cases, is used to mark the epistemic future (irrealis) in Albanian language;
- the use of *do + subjunctive* in clear modal function is not completely peripheral, as it is found in 18.47% of the cases;
- studies on *do + subjunctive* should be done in a broader context in order to achieve more accurate results. If the grammatical form *do + subjunctive* is seen in its primary function only, then the modal meanings that it expresses in certain contexts would not be easily identified.
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